Aufgabe 1

**Complete the sentences with something, anything, someone or anyone.**

1. This party is boring. I don’t know _______________________.
2. Do you do _______________________ interesting in your school club?
3. _______________________ is saying my name. Who is it?
4. Oh no. My sister wants me to do _______________________.

Aufgabe 2

**Explain in English and use who or which.**

1. A paramedic is:

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

2. A pirate is:

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

3. A key is:

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________ 

   ____ /3P
Aufgabe 3

Make questions in the present perfect.

1. Liv – pack – her rucksack –yet?
_________________________________________________________________

2. Why – his room – not tidy up – yet – your brother?
_________________________________________________________________

3. Where – you – take – the anoraks?
_________________________________________________________________

4. Your sister – ever – help you – with your homework?
_________________________________________________________________

5. Why – you – not eat – all the sandwiches?
_________________________________________________________________

Aufgabe 4

Translate

Ben wird Herrn Smith folgen.
_________________________________________________________________

Sie hat Angst vor großen Tieren.
_________________________________________________________________

Sie sagt nie guten Morgen. Ein sehr unfreundliches Mädchen!
_________________________________________________________________

Das ist wirklich eine gute Erklärung.
_________________________________________________________________

Das geht dich nichts an!
_________________________________________________________________

Who did she talk to?
_________________________________________________________________

___/5P

___/P
Aufgabe 5

Fill in:
2 x some - any - something - anything

Linda: Mum, I need ____________ help with my hat for the fashion show. I haven’t got ____________ good ideas.
Mum: I think we can find ____________ nice for your hat in the box up in the attic.
Linda: Oh, yes, let’s go up there- Look, there are ____________ funny paper bags.
Mum: Do you need ____________ else?
Linda: Well, I need ________

Aufgabe 6

Tom and Lea from Leipzig are visiting their friends Dan and Claire in Bristol. They’re at the International Balloon Fiesta. Complete their sentences with question tags.

1. Lea: It’s the biggest hot-air balloon festival in Europe, ________________?
2. Tom: The Night Glow starts at 9.30 pm, ________________?
3. Lea: Claire, you were here last year, ________________?
4. Tom: And you enjoyed it, ________________?
5. Claire: Look, the balloon is going to start very soon, ________________?
6. Lea: The nicest balloons win prizes, ________________?
7. Tom: Lea, we haven’t brought our camera, ________________?
**Aufgabe 7**

**Simple past or present perfect? Fill in the right tense of the verb. Watch out for signal words.**

1. I can’t come to your party tonight, because I ______________________ (not finish) my homework yet.


3. Last year we ______________________ (go) on our holiday to Ireland.

4. Wow, that sounds great, I ______________________ (never be) there before.

5. ______________________ you ever ______________________ (read) an English book?

6. Yesterday we ______________________ (go) on a trip to New York.

7. That ______________________ (be) very interesting.

8. I ______________________ (start) to learn English two years ago.

9. Lilly is so hungry. She ______________________ (not have) dinner yet.

10. I ______________________ (always want) to visit Paris. I ______________________ (hear) so many exciting stories about this city.

11. We ______________________ (go) to the cinema last night and ______________________ (watch) the new film with Julia Roberts.

---

**Aufgabe 8**

**Make sentences.**

1. Anna, Tom and John often go to the ice rink because ______________________ (very much / skating / they / like).

2. John went to the ice rink when ______________________ (he / to learn / wanted / how to skate).

3. On Saturday afternoons Sophie likes to get to the ice rink because ______________________ (likes / she / the junior disco).
Lösung Klassenarbeit - Grammatik

some und any; Relativsätze (who, which, that); Present Perfect; Übersetzung; Fragen

Aufgabe 1

Complete the sentences with something, anything, someone or anyone.

1 This party is boring. I don’t know anyone.
2 Do you do anything interesting in your school club?
3 Someone is saying my name. Who is it?
4 Oh no. My sister wants me to do something.

Aufgabe 2

Explain in English and use who or which.

1. A paramedic is:
   a person who helps people when they are in trouble. He’s like a doctor. Usually he is at the bad accidents and brings the ill people to the hospital.

2. A pirate is:
   a person who sails on the ocean. He takes gold or silver from other ships.

3. A key is:
   a thing which opens and closes doors. You can lose it very fast because it isn’t very big. You also need it to drive a car.
Aufgabe 3

**Make questions in the present perfect.**

1. Liv – pack – her rucksack – yet?
   
   **Has Liv packed her rucksack yet?**

2. Why – his room – not tidy up – yet – your brother?
   
   **Why has your brother not tidied up his room yet?**

3. Where – you – take – the anoraks?
   
   **Where have you taken the anoraks?**

4. Your sister – ever – help you – with your homework?
   
   **Has your sister ever helped you with your homework?**

5. Why – you – not eat – all the sandwiches?
   
   **Why haven´t you eaten all the sandwiches?**

Aufgabe 4

**Translate**

Ben wird Herrn Smith folgen.

**Ben is going to follow Mr Smith.**

Sie hat Angst vor großen Tieren.

**She is afraid of big animals.**

Sie sagt nie guten Morgen. Ein sehr unfreundliches Mädchen!

**She never says good morning. A very unfriendly girl!**

Das ist wirklich eine gute Erklärung.

**That's a really good explanation.**

Das geht dich nichts an!

**Mind your own business!**

Who did she talk to?

**Mit wem hat sie geredet?**
Aufgabe 5

**Fill in:**

2 x some - any - something - anything

**Linda:** Mum, I need **some** help with my hat for the fashion show. I haven’t got **any** good ideas.

**Mum:** I think we can find **something** nice for your hat in the box up in the attic.

**Linda:** Oh, yes, let’s go up there. Look, there are **some** funny paper bags.

**Mum:** Do you need **anything** else?

**Linda:** Well, I need ........

Aufgabe 6

Tom and Lea from Leipzig are visiting their friends Dan and Claire in Bristol. They’re at the International Balloon Fiesta. Complete their sentences with question tags.

1. **Lea:** It’s the biggest hot-air balloon festival in Europe, **isn’t it**?
2. **Tom:** The Night Glow starts at 9.30 pm, **doesn’t it**?
3. **Lea:** Claire, you were here last year, **weren’t you**?
4. **Tom:** And you enjoyed it, **didn’t you**?
5. **Claire:** Look, the balloon is going to start very soon, **isn’t it**?
6. **Lea:** The nicest balloons win prizes, **don’t they**?
7. **Tom:** Lea, we haven’t brought our camera, **have we**?
Aufgabe 7

Simple past or present perfect? Fill in the right tense of the verb. Watch out for signal words.

1. I can’t come to your party tonight, because I **haven’t finished** (not finish) my homework yet.
3. Last year we **went** (go) on our holiday to Ireland.
4. Wow, that sounds great, I **have never been** (never be) there before.
5. **Have** you ever **read** (read) an English book?
6. Yesterday we **went** (go) on a trip to New York.
7. That **was** (be) very interesting.
8. I **started** (start) to learn English two years ago.
9. Lilly is so hungry. She **hasn’t had** (not have) dinner yet.
10. I **have always wanted** (always want) to visit Paris. I **have heard** (hear) so many exciting stories about this city.

11. We **went** (go) to the cinema last night and **watched** (watch) the new film with Julia Roberts.

Aufgabe 8

Make sentences.

1. Anna, Tom and John often go to the ice rink because **they like skating very much** (very much / skating / they / like).
2. John went to the ice rink when **he wanted to learn how to skate** (he / to learn / wanted / how to skate).
3. On Saturday afternoons Sophie likes to get to the ice rink because **she likes the junior disco** (likes / she / the junior disco).

Viel Glück!!

Gesamt: ____/32P